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1   Introduction

1.1   Generally
With the software Frame Analysis arbitrary plane structures can be analysed
according to first- and second order theory. With the program comes a Steel-,
Timber- and Concrete Module to design frames made of steel, timber and con-
crete according to various codes.
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2   Program organization
When starting the program the program window is shown as below:

The program window consists of the following fields or windows:

• At the top of the window the so-called title line is showing the name of the
program (Frame Analysis), the project name (defined in Title) and the cur-
rent file with its information (Frame 1... if Save as hasn’t been used).

• The main menu, below the title line, contains several menu selections. The
main menu will change depending on what section is active.

• Below the main menu there is a status bar which contains various fields sho-
wing information on: active program mode, the coordinates of the mouse,
the active member or joint, active code and basic loadcase - or case loadcase
list - depending on active program mode.
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• The window has two toolbars, one below the status field and one on the left
side of the window (except for the Design mode). By clicking on the toolbar
buttons one can quickly choose the right command. The toolbars can be hid-
den, shown and moved.

• The window is dominated by the drawing area, on which the frame is made.

• The message field is the field at the very bottom of the window showing in-
formation or an explanation on the active/marked command.

The toolbar at the left side of the window is used for graphical input, while the
different menu options are to be use for numerical input.

2.1   Main menu
In the main menu the user chooses a window by clicking on a suitable menu
text. This either leads to the opening of the window or makes a sub-menu vi-
sible. There can be several levels of sub-menus. By clicking on a sub-menu
choice, the window will eventually be opened.

Some menu options can be marked in grey. This indicates that the given input
data has made it unsuitable to open the window, and in order to prevent this the
menu option is marked in grey.

Some sub-menu options are marked with a tick, which indicates that the activity
is on.

The tools in the toolbar can sometimes be used for a quicker choice of windows.

The appearance of the main menu will change depending on what program mo-
deis active. The Frame Analysis program contains three different sections: In-
put geometry, Input loads and Results. If any of the programs Steel Module,
Timber Module or Concrete Module have been installed, also the Design
mode will be available (as seen below):
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2.1.1   Input geometry

File Contains commands for different functions such as open saved in-
formation, save new information and print. Several of the File op-
tions are identical to other Windows programs.

Edit Contains editing tools like undo and redo.

View This function is used for controlling the graphic drawing of the
frame on the screen. It also makes it possible to show/hide diffe-
rent fields/tools, and to switch from one program mode to another.

Input This menu option helps the user to define the problem in a nume-
rical way. Note that the problems often can be defined graphically
by using the graphical menu Geometry tools. The user can also
mix numerical input data with graphical input data.

Lists Either shows the different sections that have been chosen, the
number of members using the section, the total length, weight and
area, or the members section, length, weight and area.

Calculate Starts the calculation.

Options Contains functions to initiate the drawing area in a way that is su-
ited for the current problem.

Windows Shows the current windows.

Help Contains the complete manual of the program.
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2.1.1.1   File

New Starts a new calculation. The short
cut is Ctrl+N.

Wizards The user can choose from several
pre-defined trusses and frames. See
2.3.1.1 for a more thorough descrip-
tion.

Open Retrieves input data from an earlier
calculation. A list on saved input data
files (files that end with fra) is
shown. The short cut is Ctrl+O.

Open Auto Save Retrieves input data that has been saved automatically (in
the TEMP catalogue). This function is normally not
needed.

Close Closes current activity.

Save Saves input data for current calculations in the file with the
current file name. Save is not to be used until after having
used Save as. The short cut is Ctrl+S.

Save as Saves input data for current calculations in a file with a
filename different from the current.

Printout option Used to choose input data and the result that will be prin-
ted.

Print Used to print the current document. The short cut is Ctrl+P.

Preview Makes it possible to, on the screen, study the exact outco-
me of the chosen printout.

Printer settings This function is used to specify the printout when it comes
to type of printer, paper width and so on.

Exit Ends Frame Analysis.
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2.1.1.2   Edit

Undo This option is used to cancel a command or an action. It
can be repeated several times. The short cut is Ctrl+Z.

Redo This option is used to reverse the effects of the com-
mand Undo. It can be repeated several times. The short
cut is Ctrl+Y.

2.1.1.3   View

Zoom all Presents the frame drawn in a maximum use of
the window.

Zoom window A specified area of the frame can be enlarged.

Previous view Makes it possible to revert to the previous zoom
view.

Tool bar Makes it possible to hide and restore the tool pa-
lette.

Status bar Makes it possible to hide and restore the status
bar.

Message field Makes it possible to hide and restore the message field.

Geometry tools Makes it possible to hide and restore the geometry tools.

Pan/zoom tools Makes it possible to hide and restore the zoom functions.

Input geometry This function is used to activate the geometry mode.

Input loads This function is used to activate the load mode.

Results This function is used to activate the result mode.

Design This function is used to activate the design mode. This op-
tion will be marked in grey if none of the Steel-, Timber-
or Concrete Modules are accessible.
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2.1.1.4   Input

Title This function is used to write general infor-
mation on the current calculation.

Code Switches between a code independent and a
Code adequate analysis depending on the
number of codes available. The latter option
is needed if a design is to be executed.

Convert code
version With this option the user can convert bet-

ween different country annexes for EuroCo-
de or between different versions of a code
for a country.

Geometry Current geometric data is defined numerically.

Section This function is used to define and edit sections as well as the
direction of the sections.

Material This function is used to define and allocate material to sec-
tions.

Hinge Members hinges (moment equals zero) are shown.

Member type Displays types of members (Normal, Purlin, Gerber beam).

Concrete input If a codedependent calculation is chosen and concrete mem-
bers are included then material values for concrete and rein-
forcement are definded under this option.

Initial bow
imperfection With this option initial bow imperfection can be defined cho-

sen members. (Only if Steel, Timber or Concrete Module is
available).

Calculation
adjustments With this option necessary calculation accuracy for concrete

members can be defined.

Tension element With this option arbitrary members can be declared as tension
members meaning members that only resist tension but not
compression.
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2.1.1.5   Lists

The menu option Lists shows a dialogue box with three tabs: Member list, Sec-
tion list, Section specification, see below:

Member list
Contains a list on member numbers associated section, length, weight and surfa-
ce.

Section list
This function contains a list on used sections considering quantity, length,
weight and surface.
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Section specification
This function contains a list where each member with the same section/material
and length has been added.
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2.1.1.6   Calculate

The calculations are being made with the Calculate option. When this option
has been activated the following dialogue box will be shown on the screen.

The user must state if the frame will be calculated
according to the second order theory and which
loadcases are to be analysed. It is, in most cases,
wise to use the conditions given as standard. If not
all defined loadcases are to be calculated this box
will be cleared, and the user can choose what lo-
adcases are to be calculated.

Without a second order analysis a possible
design will be performed with consideration
to user defined buckling lengths.

When the calculation is completed the result-
window will be activated, and the Result
mode will then be activated in the status
field. See chapter 2.4.
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2.1.1.7   Options

Coordinates This function shows/
hides the current coor-
dinates of the cursor.

Member
names Shows/hides the mem-

ber names.
Hinges Shows/hides member 

hinges.
Joint names Shows/hides joint na-

mes.

Joint symbols Shows/hides joint symbols.

Section image Shows/hides the image of the member’s current sec-
tion.

Detailed This function shows the members drawn according to
scale with consideration to the current section.

Dynamic update This function updates the calculation automatically
when a change of input data has been made. This op-
tion builds on the assumption that every view section
has been assigned a window of its own (see below).

Create a new window
for every view section Here view sections means Input geometry, Input lo-

ads, Results and Design which by this option are as-
signed windows of their own.

Renumbering Automatically: Renumbers joints and members (crea-
tes new joint-/member names, according to current or-
der in the internal lists.

Members: Renumbers members (creates new member
names as the members are being marked).

Joints: Renumbers members (creates new joint names
as the joints are being marked).
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Reassortment Automatically: Re-sorts the internal lists so that they
come in the same order as the member- and joint num-
bers.

Members: Re-sorts the internal lists so that they come
in the same order as the members have been marked.

Joints: Re-sorts the internal lists so that they come in
the same order as the joints have been marked.

Drawing area This function is used to decide drawing-area size, dis-
tance between points (grid), origin of co-ordinate axis,
resolution of the grid and the snap distance to the joint/
member (pixels).

Settings Paths: This function is used to define paths to data files
such as section database, codes or wizards.

File compression: 

Window title: This function is used to specify the text
in the window title-line. (Note that title or filename has
to be included.).

User/signature: This function is used to remove users
and to show how the automatic generation of the signa-
ture is to be performed.

Auto Save This function is used to create a document restore-file
automatically after a 10-minute time interval. The
restored file can contain information that hasn’t been
saved and would have disappeared from the original
document otherwise. The restored file doesn’t replace
the Save command. The sample must still be saved
when the job is finished.

Change language This function is used to change between English and
Swidish.
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2.1.1.8   Window

New window This function opens a new window 
with the same example where the 
user can have several images, be-
longing to the same example, vi-
sible at the same time.

Cascading This function is used to arrange the 
document windows that are shown 
in a way that makes them cascade 
each other.

Arrange
horizontally This function is used to arrange current document windows so

that they all can be shown in full.

Side by side This function places all open document windows side by side,
so that they all can be seen at the same time.

Arrange icons This function is used to arrange the different calculation-ex-
ample icons that might be on the screen.

1 Frame1.fra* The hook shows that the window that represents the
Frame 1 example is active.

2.1.1.9   Help

Contents The Frame Analysis manual can be ac-
cessed directly in the program by this op-
tion.

Concrete module
(EN 1992)...

Limitations

Send report This function is used to send Frame Analysis e-mail
to Structural Design Software.

About Frame Analysis This function shows information about the program,
for instance version number.
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2.1.2   Input loads

File See 2.1.1 above.

Edit See 2.1.1 above.

View See 2.1.1 above.

Basic loadcase This function is used to name different basic loadcases. The
user will also state current load type when calculating timber
members. Type of load and load value is given in Loads.

Loads The numerical input of loads that are a part of the different ba-
sic loadcases as well as their value and placement. This input
can also be made completely graphically.

Loadcases This function is used to name and describe the different load-
cases. The basic loadcases will be combined with the belong-
ing load coefficients to ultimate- accident- and serviceability
loadcases if a codedependent calculation will be made.

Calculate See 2.1.1 above.

Option See 2.1.1 above.

Window See 2.1.1 above.

Help See 2.1.1 above.

2.1.2.1   File

See 2.1.1.1 above.

2.1.2.2   Edit

See 2.1.1.2 above.
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2.1.2.3   View

Zoom all See 2.1.1.3 above.

Previous view See 2.1.1.3 above.

Zoom window See 2.1.1.3 above.

Tool bar See 2.1.1.3 above.

Status bar See 2.1.1.3 above.

Message field See 2.1.1.3 above.

Load tools Makes it possible to hide and restore the load tools.

Input geometry See 2.1.1.3 above.

Input loads See 2.1.1.3 above.

Results See 2.1.1.3 above.

Design See 2.1.1.3 above.

2.1.2.4   Basic loadcase

The Basic loadcase menu-option shows a dialogue box. The basic loadcases
that will be combined to loadcases are named in this box. It is advisable to state
the different basic loadcases that are to be used during the calculation. The basic
loadcases are defined by naming them and then press Add. Press OK when all
the basic loadcases have been defined.

The basic loadcases that have been defined will bee shown in a pull down menu
in the status bar right at the top of the screen to the right.

The user must go to Loads or to the toolbar at Input loads in order to define ty-
pe, size and direction of loads in the basic loadcases.
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2.1.2.4.1   Code independent

2.1.2.5   Loads
The user defines: load type, pla-
cement, direction and size of the 
loads that are to be a part of pre-
viously defined basic loadcases.

One of the basic loadcases defi-
ned above must be activated in 
order to state a load that will 
operate upon the construction. 
This is done in the top left dialo-
gue box, as seen above.

If the input has been made
graphically the numerical value
can be confirmed. The Symbo-

lic image option in the dialogue box shows more detailed what the load types
look like graphically.

Loads can also be stated graphically, see chapter 2.2.2.

2.1.2.6   Loadcase

Under Loadcase the various basic loadcases are combined to loadcases with
consideration to current load coefficients. It is also possible to save and retrieve
loadcases.
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It is advisable to state the various partial-coefficients that belong to the various
loadcases, as the loadcases are being defined. By defining several various load-
cases with various partial-coefficients it will be rather easy to compare them bet-
ween themselves, to see what loadcase is the most dangerous. The loadcases are
defined in the same way as everything else has been defined earlier i.e. press
Add for every new loadcase that is to be added, and end with OK when all load-
cases have been defined.

If the construction has been defined via any of the wizard that contain load gene-
ration, and the option Loadcase has been activated, the chequer above will con-
tain all loadcases that the Code prescribes.

2.1.2.6.1   Code independent

2.1.2.7   Calculate

See 2.1.1.6 above.
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2.1.2.8   Option

Draw loads
proportionally This function is used to draw loads proportionally.

Enlarge scale This function is used to enlarge the scale on drawn
loads.

Reduce scale This function is used to reduce the scale on drawn lo-
ads.

Reset scale This function is used to recalculate (reset) the scale
on proportional loads.

Coordinates See 2.1.1.7 above.

Member name See 2.1.1.7 above.

Joint name See 2.1.1.7 above.

Joint symbols See 2.1.1.7 above.

Dynamic update See 2.1.1.7 above.

Create a new window
for every view section See 2.1.1.7 above.

Drawing area See 2.1.1.7 above.

Settings See 2.1.1.7 above.

Auto Save See 2.1.1.7 above.

Change language See 2.1.1.7 above.
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2.1.2.9   Window

See 2.1.1.8 above.

2.1.2.10   Help

See 2.1.1.9 above.

2.1.3   Results
After the completion of the calculation the Result section will be lit and the de-
sign of the main menu will change as seen below. The Result option in the main
menu makes it possible to have the calculation result shown numerically and
graphically.

File  See 2.1.1 above.

Edit See 2.1.1 above.

View See 2.1.1 above.

Diagrams This function makes it possible to choose what sort of calculation-
result one wants to have shown in a graphic way.

Tables Selects what tables are to be written on the screen.

Option Selects to study the result according to the first- and/or second or-
der theory as well as functions to initiate the drawing area in a
way that fits the current problem.

Window See 2.1.1 above.

Help See 2.1.1 above.

2.1.3.1   File

See 2.1.1.1 above.
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2.1.3.2   Edit

See 2.1.1.2 above.

2.1.3.3   View

Zoom all See 2.1.1.3 above.

Previous view See 2.1.1.3 above.

Zoom window See 2.1.1.3 above.

Toolbar See 2.1.1.3 above.

Status bar See 2.1.1.3 above.

Message field See 2.1.1.3 above.

Diagram tools Makes it possible to hide and restore the diagram tools.

Input geometry See 2.1.1.3 above.

Input loads See 2.1.1.3 above.

Results See 2.1.1.3 above.

Design See 2.1.1.3 above.

2.1.3.4   Diagrams

Loadcase This function is used to choose what loadcase is
to be active in the account for a result.

Moment This function displays current moment dia-
grams.

Shear force This function displays current shear force dia-
grams.

Axial force This function displays current axial force dia-
grams.

Deflections This function displays current deflections diagrams.

Member This function makes it possible to show diagrams and tables
for a separate member.
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Increase scale This function is used to increase the scale of the diagrams.

Reduce scale This function is used to reduce the scale of the diagrams.

Reset scale This function is used to recalculate (reset) the scale of the dia-
grams.

2.1.3.5   Tables

Joint forces This function shows the calculated
section forces: M, T and A for each
joint, according to first- or second or-
der theory and for each loadcase.

Joint displacement This function shows the calculated
joint displacement for each joint, ac-
cording to first- or second order theo-
ry and for each loadcase.

Support reactions This function shows calculated support reactions in x-
and y- directions and moments for supported joints. The-
se support reactions can be chosen for first- or second or-
der theory as well as for each loadcase.

Spring forces This function shows possible spring forces in x- and y-
directions and moments. These support reactions can be
chosen for first- or second order theory as well as for
each loadcase.

Max/Min tables This function shows the calculated maximum positive-
and maximum negative forces as well as stresses for
each member with current distances, together with at the
same point acting respective moments, shear forces and
axial forces. These values can be chosen for first- or se-
cond order theory as well as for each loadcase.

Equilibrium check This function shows an equilibrium check for every lo-
adcase and can be chosen for first or second order theo-
ry.
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2.1.3.6   Options

1st order Views/hides the re-
sult of the 1st theory.

2nd order Views/hides the re-
sult of the 2nd theory.

Increase scale See 2.1.3.4 above.

Reduce scale See 2.1.3.4 above.

Reset scale See 2.1.3.4 above.

Coordinates See 2.1.1.7 above.

Member names See 2.1.1.7 above.

Joint names See 2.1.1.7 above.

Joint symbols Views/hides joint symbols.

Display max values This function displays maximum moments, shear- and
axial forces.

Dynamic update See 2.1.1.7 above.

Create a new window
for every view section See 2.1.1.7 above.

Drawing area See 2.1.1.7 above.

Settings See 2.1.1.7 above.

Auto Save See 2.1.1.7 above.

Change language See 2.1.1.7 above.

2.1.3.7   Window

See 2.1.1.8 above.
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2.1.3.8   Help

See 2.1.1.9 above.

2.1.4   Design
When the calculation has been completed the program mode Design will be lit
and the appearance of the main menu will change as seen below. The Design op-
tion in the main menu makes it possible to define possible supplementary infor-
mation for a design, and to study the outcome of the calculation.

Note that this section will only be available if any of the Steel-, Timber- or
Concrete Modules are installed.

2.2   The Toolbar
The toolbar contains the graphic tools with which a large part of the, for the cal-
culation, necessary information can be defined. Each button in the toolbar repre-
sents a tool. When using the graphic tools the handling will often be quicker and
simpler than it is with numerical input.

The toolbar (the toolbox) is a window itself so it can be moved and changed in
size.

The user activates the tools by clicking with the mouse on the chosen button.
The cursor’s appearance will now change to that of the chosen tools.

The toolbar is in the drawing area’s upper part and at the left side of the window.
The toolbox in the upper part of the window will look the same through the enti-
re run; see the image below.

This toolbox contains the most frequent and common commands that are acces-
sible in all the program’s four program modes.
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New Starts a new example.

Wizards Retrieves pre-defined frames, rafters and trusses with their
parameter measure. Also see 2.1.1.1. A more detailed des-
cription of Wizards is to be found in chapter 2.3.1.1.

Open Retrieves input data from a previous example and shows a
list on saved input data-files (files that end with FRA or
RAM).

Save Saves input data for a current calculation in a file with cur-
rent file name. Save is not to be used until having used
Save as.

Undo This button is used to cancel a command or an action. It
can be repeated several times. The short cut is Ctrl+Y.

Redo This button is used to reverse the effects of the command
Undo. It can be repeated several times. The short cut is
Ctrl+Z.

Grid Displays/hides grids.

Co-ordinate axis Displays/hides co-ordinate axis.

Detailed members This button is used to display section shaped members.

Print This button is used to print input data and the result that
has been chosen in Printout options under File in the
main menu.

Preview
current view Displays a print preview of the current view.

Export to HTML Exports the current output to a HTML file.

Information This button shows information about the program, for in-
stance version-number.
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Zoom all With the Zoom all function the drawing area will be used
to its maximum extent.

Zoom window A specified area can be enlarged with this tool.

Zoom in This button is used to enlarge the window gradually.

Zoom out This button is used to reduce the window gradually.

Panorate This button is used to activate the panorate function.

Zoom This button is used to zoom dynamically. After having ac-
tivated this button the appearance of the cursor will change
as it is introduced to the drawing area. If the left mouse
button is pressed down at the same time as the cursor is be-
ing moved there will be a dynamic zoom in or zoom out
depending on the direction of transport.

Previous Shows the previous view.

Next Shows the next view.

The toolbox on the left side of the program window changes appearance depen-
ding on program mode (see below). The active program mode is marked in the
status bar (the upper part of the window). By choosing program mode in the sta-
tus bar or in the View menu the mode’s toolbox can be obtained (or concealed).

2.2.1   Input geometry
When the program is in the geometry mode the frame model can also be defined
graphically. The following buttons can then be used.

Select Point tool (Choice of object.).

Delete Makes it possible to remove joints or members. See
2.2.1.1.
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Move Used to move joints. See 2.2.1.1.

Members Used to create new members. See 2.2.1.1.

Unsupported joint This function creates a joint that, at a possible design,
isn’t automatically laterally supported with considera-
tion to flexural buckling out of the frame plane. The joint
is however considered to have a good enough torsional
stiffness to assume a support with consideration to late-
ral-torsional buckling. An unsupported joint doesn’t
split members, it only allows connection with other
members to itself. See 2.2.1.1.

Hinge Used to create hinges. See 2.2.1.4.

Joint Used to create joints. See 2.2.1.1.

Support Used to create a support rigid in all directions. See
2.2.1.2.

Support Used to create a support rigid in x- and y-direction. See
2.2.1.2.

Support Used to create a support rigid in y- and z-direction. See
2.2.1.2.

Support Used to create a support rigid in y-direction only. See
2.2.1.2.

Support Used to create a support rigid in x- and z-direction. See
2.2.1.2.

Support Used to create a support rigid in x-direction only. See
2.2.1.2.

Spring Used to create a horizontal spring. See 2.2.1.3.

Spring Used to create a vertical spring. See 2.2.1.3.

Spring Used to create a moment spring. See 2.2.1.3.
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Initial bow
imperfection Used to allocate initial bow imperfections to the mem-

bers. Only active at a code dependent calculation. See
2.2.1.5.

Section Point tool for sections. See 2.2.1.6.

Group Used to group members so that all members in the group
can be allocated the same section with one marking.

Tension forces Used to define members as tension members meaning
that they can resist only tension but not compression.

2.2.1.1   The geometry of the frame

Graphic input is made from the toolbar shown at the left side of the screen.

The cross in the toolbar is used to define the geometry. The current coordinates
are being shown simultaneously in the message field. By placing the cross at the
required coordinates and clicking one time on the left mouse button a joint will
be defined. If the mouse button is kept pressed down the member will be created
between the coordinates where the mouse button was pressed down and where it
was released. If the shift key is pressed at the same time the cross will only be
able to move in an orthogonal way. If two joints are to be tied together with a
member the user must place the cross on the first joint point and then press the
left mouse button. The user will then drag the cross to the second joint point and
let go of the button. A structure can look like the structure below. The coordina-
tes and other data are the same as those at the numeric input above.

When the input of joints and members are being done
graphically they will automatically be placed in the nume-
ric menu, which has been described above. The arrow
above the cross is used to edit joint points. By pointing at
the joint point that is to be moved, and then keep the left
mouse button pressed down, the joint point will automati-
cally be moved to the point where the arrow is when the
mouse button was released. All members that are attached

to the current joint will automatically follow. All members attached to the joint
must be removed before removing the joint.
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Important! A joint that has been defined with the Member tool will automati-
cally be regarded as laterally supported with consideration to flexural instability
out off the frame plane at a possible design. If the joint should not be supported
against flexural buckling out of the frame plane but only against lateral-torsional
buckling the tool Unsupported joint can be used if the joint is considered to
have a good enough torsional stiffness to assume a support with consideration
taken to lateral-torsional instability. An unsupported joint doesn’t split mem-
bers; it only allows connection with other members to itself.

The geometry can be edited numerically through Input/Geometry if it has been
defined graphically. First graphically draw the geometry roughly, and then edit it
numerically. A more thorough description of the numeric input of the geometry
is to be found in chapter 2.3.2.3.

2.2.1.2   Support

The supports can also be given graphically by choosing one of the tools above
(see 2.2.1), and place them on the joints that are to be defined as supports.

The geometry on the screen can look as below after a graphic or numeric input
of the supports; all supports are rigid.

The supports can be created immediately by having
the left mouse button pressed down and at the same
time drag it over the joints where supports are to be
defined. This is marked with a dashed square as seen
above. The joints within the square will be allocated
the current support.

The joint button can only be used to take away sup-
port.

A more thorough description of the so-called numeric input is to be found in
chapter 2.3.2.3.
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2.2.1.3   Springs

The different springs can be combined. In the figure below a y-direction spring
and a rotation spring have been combined and replace the previous rigid sup-
port. The current supports must be removed before it is possible to replace sup-
ports with springs. The supports and springs can be removed the same way as
the members and joint points (chapter 2.2.1.1. The geometry of the frame).

The springs can be created immediately by having the left
mouse button pressed down and at the same time drag it
over the points where springs are to be defined. The user
can also point at the current joint and click with the left
mouse button.

A more thorough description is to be found in chapter
2.3.2.3.

2.2.1.4   Hinges

The input of the hinges is done with help from the ring in the toolbar. By click-
ing on the joints or the members the hinge will be applied to the outer ends of
the member.

By clicking on the member a hinge on the nearest joint will be defined.

If the user clicks on centre of the joint hinges will be applied on all
members that are connected to the current joint.

If the user clicks one more time the hinge will be removed.
A more thorough description is to be found in chapter 2.3.2.6.

2.2.1.5   Initial bow imperfection

To be able to choose Initial bow imperfection any of the Steel- Timber- or
Concrete Modules must be installed.

Consideration must be taken to initial bow imperfection when designing axial
force loaded members. If flexural buckling in the frame’s plane is being calcula-
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ted with the help from a buckling diagram, or of a corresponding method, the ef-
fect is a part of it. If on the other hand the second order theory is used the effect
of initial bow imperfection is a part of the calculation. This can either be done
by deforming the members, to the required position before calculation or can
horizontal loads, and counter directed reaction forces responding to these, be ad-
ded. The Frame Analysis uses a variation of the first method to consider the in-
itial bow imperfection for the members of the user’s choice within the solution.

Consideration to initial bow imperfection is being made with help from 
the tool shown to the left. This button must be activated in order to allo-
cate initial bow imperfection to the members. By keeping the left mou-

se- button pressed down, and drag it over the members where initial bow 
imperfection is to be applied, all members within the chequer will be allocated 
initial bow imperfection. The members that have been allocated this effect will 
be marked in blue.

2.2.1.6   Sections

The requested section is allocated graphically to the members with help 
from the tool shown to the left. A chequer will display the preselected 
sections when the button has been activated. In order to allocate the 

members correct sections the current section is marked in the chequer after 
which the members that are to be allocated the sections will be marked.

By keeping the left mouse-button pressed down, and drag it over the members
where the current section is to be applied, all members within the chequer will
be allocated the current section.

The members that have been allocated the current sec-
tion will be marked in blue.

The members can also be allocated the sections nume-
rically. A more thorough description is to be found in
chapter 2.3.2.3.
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2.2.1.7   Group

In order to be able to tie members to a section more
quickly several members can be brought together to a
group with help from the tool to the left.

All members belonging to a group will be marked in blue when
the group number is active. An optional number of groups can be
given at this point.

To mark that a member is no longer to be a part of a group the
None option must be activated after which the current member is being marked.

2.2.1.8   Tension forses

If the structure contains members which are not able to resist compres-
sion they can be defined as tension members with this tool. All tension
members will be marked in blue when this tool is active.

2.2.2   Input loads
The program is in load mode when loads are to be defined. In this mode the tool-
box to the left in the window changes appearance and the following tools are ac-
cessible:

Select Point tool. (Choice of object).

Delete Makes it possible to delete loads.

Uniform loads Used to define uniform loads. See 2.2.2.1.

Trapezoid load Used to define trapezoid loads.

Joint loads Used to define joint loads.

Point load Used to define point loads on the member.
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Point moment Used to define the point moment on the member.

Joint displacement Used to define joint displacements.

Temperature loads Used to define temperature loads.

Self weight Used to define the self-weight of the members.

Increase scale Used to increase the scale on drawn loads. This option is
available when Draw loads proportionally is active.
Also see 2.1.2.8.

Reduce scale Used to reduce the scale on drawn loads. This option is
available when Draw loads proportionally is active.
Also see 2.1.2.8.

One of the previously defined basic loadcases must be activated in order to defi-
ne a load that has effect upon the construction. This is done in the Basic loadca-
se pull down menu at the top right of the status field, also see 2.1.2.4.

When choosing a load-tool an input box for current load type will be presented.
In this box the user can choose size, direction and possible spread for the load. It
is advisable to choose the size of the loads as the characteristic values conside-
ring that for example partial safety factors often are added later on (see Loadca-
ses chapter 2.1.2.6).

The choices of direction are as follows:

X X-direction
Y Y-direction
H Horizontal
V Vertical
L Along, perpendicular to the member
A Along, in the same direction as the member
M Moment
R Angular displacement
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All load types can, just as the sections, be alloca-
ted several members at the same time by keeping
the left mouse button pressed down and drag it
over the members that are to be allocated the load.
The line of action to remove or change a load is
the same as when changing joints and members.
The arrow in the graphic menu is used to point at
the load one wants to remove or change.

All loads that have been defined in the same basic
loadcase will be displayed on the screen. The lo-
ads that have been allocated a different basic lo-
adcase will not be displayed until this basic

loadcase has been activated.

A more thorough description on the numerical input of loads is to be found in
chapter 2.1.2.5.

2.2.2.1   Uniform loads

Uniform loads can be defined as loads with constant load intensity and trapezoid
loads with linear varying intensity.

Uniform loads are defined by indicate intensity and direction of the uniform lo-
ad. The measures L1 and L2 are set to zero as default, which means that the load
is assumed to have effect upon the entire member.

By feeding in the current measures for L1 and/or L2 the user will state if the
load only has effect on a part of the member.

Uniform load with constant load intensity

Trapezoid load with variable load intensity
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Trapezoid loads are defined by stating the intensi-
ties at the load’s start point and end point and if
the load acts perpendicular to the member or in
the axial direction. The measures L1 and L2 are
set to zero as default, which means that the load is
assumed to have effect upon the entire member.
By defining the current measures for L1 and/or
L2 the user will state if the load only has effect on
a part of the member.

When a loadcase has been defined the structure
can for example look as the figure below.

2.2.2.2   Point loads and moments

The point loads can be point loads, point moments, joint loads and joint mo-
ments. The point loads can be defined with help from some of the following but-
tons that are in the toolbar. The difference between point loads and joint loads is
that point loads acts on the member whereas the joint loads are applied at the
joints.
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Joint loads and joint moments are being defined by stating size and direction in
the input window and then placing them on the joints.

Size, direction and distance from the member’s starting joint must be stated in
order to define point loads and point moments. The starting joint is the joint that
was stated first at the geometry input.

Point loads can’t be stated if the distance to a joint is closer than the length/250,
in what case joint loads must be used.

Joint loads and Joint moments

Point loads

Point moments
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2.2.2.3   Joint displacements

This is used to state a prescribed joint displacement. This can for ex-
ample be the case at support settlings.

The joint displacement can be defined as a displa-
cement in the x-axis, y-axis or as a rotation displa-
cement. In order to state a rotation displacement 
the symbol R (see the picture to the left) must be 
marked. The displacement is given in degrees.

2.2.2.4   Temperature loads

When doing the input on temperature loads it is important that the ther-
mal expansion for the material of the chosen section has been defined.
If any of the pre-defined materials are being used the coefficient of heat

expansion will also be pre-defined.

The button seen to the left below is used for defining temperature loads. When
the button is activated the following input box will be shown.
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The materials will shrink/expand if the user states
the same temperature on the upper- as well as the
underside. This leads to internal stresses in the
member.

2.2.2.5   Self weight

One or several members can be loaded with self-weight answering to
the type of cross section that has been tied to the member.

2.2.3   Results
When the calculation is finished the Results op-
tion in the status bar will be lit. This position’s cor-
responding toolbox contains the following tools
that makes it possible to choose what sort of calcu-
lation result is desired to be shown graphically.
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Moment Shows the moment distribution over the entire structure for
the selected loadcase as a diagram.

Shear force Shows the shear force distribution over the entire structure for
the selected loadcase as a diagram.

Axial force Shows the axial force distribution over the entire structure for
the chosen loadcase as a diagram.

Deflection Shows the deflections of the structure as a diagram.

Increase scale This function is used to increase the scale of the diagrams.
Also see 2.1.3.4.

Reduce scale This function is used to reduce the scale of the diagrams. Also
see 2.1.3.4.

1:th order Calculation result for the 1st order theory is shown.

2:nd order Calculation result for the 2nd order theory is shown.

2.3   Input geometry

2.3.1   File
The File menu option contains several options
that are identical to other Windows programs, ex-
cept for the Wizards option as seen below. Wi-
zards is a separate module that can be bought to
the Frame Analysis program.
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2.3.1.1   Wizards
The Wizards option 
shows a dialogue box 
where various pre-defi-
ned beams, frames, rafters 
and trusses can be stated 
easily. If codedependent 
wizards are available, lo-
ads and loadcases can be 
automatically generated 
for the Swedish, Norwegi-
an and Danish load code.

2.3.1.1.1   Purlin
Number of spans, left and 
right end-support, over-
lap distance for each 
span, loads and a potenti-
al reduction of stiffness at 
overlaps, are stated for 
purlins.

An image of the beam 
can be previewed in the 
wizard while defining in-
put data.
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2.3.1.1.2   Gerber beam
Number of spans, left 
and right end-support, 
span lengths, loads and 
distance to hinges for 
each span is stated for 
gerber beams.

An image of the beam 
can be previewed in the 
wizard while defining in-
put data.

2.3.1.1.3   Continuous beam
Number of spans, left 
and right end-support, 
span lengths and loads 
are stated for continuous 
beams.

An image of the beam 
can be previewed in the 
wizard while defining 
input data.
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2.3.1.1.4   Columns
The length and the upper and lower end-sup-
port are stated for columns.

2.3.1.1.5   Truss
Necessary geometrical data 
and current loads are stated 
for truss. Loads and loadca-
ses can in some cases also 
be generated automatically 
by the program.

Two types of trusses can be 
generated from this wizard 
by activating any of the but-
tons at the bottom to the 
right.

Geometry
This is where current slope and the geometri-
cal measures to define the truss are stated. For
codedependent wizards also the overall height
of the building and distance between trusses
has to be stated in order to calculate the load
for each truss.

Current geometry can be studied in the wizard
with the Preview option.

Loads and Loadcases
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For codedependent wizards also loads and loadcases can be defined or generated
automatically.

Dead load
This is where the dead load of the roof on the left- and the right hand of the roof
are stated. Dead load can also be generated automatically via load generation as
seen below.

Snow load
This is where the snow load on the left- and the right hand of the roof is stated
for different snow situations.

Characteristic load: State the characteristic value of the snow load.
Ordinary load: State the ordinary value of the snow load.

Wind load
This is where the wind load on the left- and the right hand of the roof is stated
for different wind situations.

Characteristic load: State the characteristic value of the wind load.
Ordinary load: State the ordinary value of the wind load.

Load conditions
With this option necessa-
ry input are defined to make it possible to automatically generate dead load for
the roof together with snow- and wind loads according to the active load code.

Danish code DS410
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Wind zone
Choose the wind zone the and reference wind speed belonging to it will be
shown at the bottom of the box. If more than one wind speed can be in ques-
tion for the chosen wind zone, the program chooses the one giving the great-
est load action. The user can change this if desired.

Roof type
A current type of roof can be chosen from the above
displayed list. If none of these are applicable the list
can be completed with own roof materials with help
from the New option. A name and current dead load
would be given as seen to the right:

Defined roof materials are being removed by the Delete option.

In order to consider also the self weight of the truss itself and purlins and
such, the dead load is increased with 0,2 kN/m2.

Terrain type
The current type of terrain must be stated in order to calculate the correct
wind load.

Generate Loads
Dead load, snow loads and wind loads are in the end generated according to
active load code DS410 with the Generate loads option. Both the characte-
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ristic and the ordinary loads, i.e. the characteristic value multiplied with the
current load-reduction factor ψ are generated.

Automatic generation of loadcases
With the Loadcase option the program
can automatically generate all necessary
load combinations depending on what the
user chooses from the box to the left:

Possible options are, according to DS409
5.2.8, load combination 2.1-2.3 for the ul-
timate limit state and load combination 1
for the serviceability limit state.

Lateral support
If this option is activated the top chord is assumed laterally supported the upper
edge when a design is performed.

2.3.1.1.6   Frame truss
In addition to what 
has been described 
for Truss the follo-
wing loads are sta-
ted for 
codedependent wi-
zards:
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Dead load

GB Addition for furnished part.

GC Self weight collar beams.

GD Self weight attic floor.

GE Addition for furnished part.

GF  Self weight post wall.

Imposed load
This is where Imposed load for rooms in residential buildings, dead and live
part and load for attic space, live part are stated.

Generate loads
• Danish code DS410

Imposed load are generated according to active load code DS410 with the
Generate loads option. For all other loads, see Truss above.

2.3.1.1.7   W-truss
All input is done ac-
cording to Truss 
and Frame truss; 
see above.

W and WW trusses 
can be generated 
from this wizard by 
activating any of the 
bottom right but-
tons.
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2.3.1.1.8   T-truss
All input is done ac-
cording to Truss 
and Frame truss; 
see above.

Two types of T-trus-
ses can be genera-
ted from this wizard 
by activating any of 
the bottom right 
buttons.

2.3.1.1.9   Swedish truss
All input is done 
according to Truss 
and Frame truss; 
see above.
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2.3.1.1.10   Rafter
All input is done 
according to Truss 
and Frame truss; 
see above.

Two types of raf-
ters can be genera-
ted from this 
wizard by activa-
ting any of the bot-
tom right buttons.

2.3.1.1.11   Parall
el truss

All input is 
done according 
to Truss and 
Frame truss; 
see above.
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2.3.1.1.12   Reversed saddle truss
All input is 
done according 
to Truss and 
Frame truss; 
see above.

2.3.1.1.13   Saddle truss
All input is 
done according 
to Truss and 
Frame truss; 
see above.
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2.3.1.1.14   Ridge truss
All input is 
done according 
to Truss and 
Frame truss; 
see above.

Two types of 
ridge trusses 
can be genera-
ted from this 
wizard by acti-
vating any of 
the bottom right 
buttons.

2.3.1.1.15   Frame type 1
All input is 
done according 
to Truss and 
Frame truss; 
see above.
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2.3.1.1.16   Frame type 2
All input is done ac-
cording to Truss and 
Frame truss; see 
above.

2.3.1.1.17   Arch
This is where the span and height of the arch and the number of members the
arch is to be divided into are stated. The height of the arch has to be more than
half of the span.

With the Preview option current geometry can be studied in the wizard. See the
picture to the right:
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2.3.1.1.18   Gridframe
This is where number of stories and spans are
being stated with their measures.

2.3.2   Input
The Input menu option makes it possible to state all 
the necessary input data needed to describe the current 
example. The options Title, Code, Geometry, Sec-
tions, Material, Hinge, Member-type, Concrete in-
put..., Initial bow imperfection... and Calculation 
adjustments... can be found there.

These are being described in the following chapters.
Graphic input is possible for geometry, hinges and lo-
ads with help from the toolbar, see 2.2.1.
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2.3.2.1   Title
The Title option displays a dialogue
box where general information on the
calculation in progress can be given.

The user can also receive statistics on
the project.

2.3.2.2   Convert code version
With this option the user can convert bet-
ween EuroCode standard and the available 
annexes for different countries.

2.3.2.3   Geometry

The geometry of the construction can be defined in three different ways:

• Numerically, with help from the commands in the main menu, see above,

• Graphically, with help from the tools in the toolbar, see chapter 2.2.1.1,

• With help from predefined trusses, beams and frames that can be chosen in
Wizards through File in the main menu or through the toolbar, see chapter
2.3.1.1 and 2.2.

The numeric input of the construction’s geometry is done under Input\Geome-
try; see below.
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In the Geometry 
dialogue box, the 
locations of the 
joints are defined 
numerically to-
gether with the 
members. Support 
conditions (joint in-
formation), sec-
tions and material 
(member informa-
tion) are also sta-
ted.

On the input line 
for joint informa-

tion, see above, coordinates, possible support conditions and spring stiffness are 
stated.

The user must first define the joint/member for each new added member and
then press Add. When changing already defined joints/members the user must
press the joint/member that is to be changed. The user must press Change to ef-
fect the changes. Press OK when the construction is defined. The defined topo-
logy will then be drawn on the screen. The topology for the above shown values
will look as the figure below. Member information can be removed with Delete.
The user must point at the current line in order to retrieve earlier defined values
to the input line.

The supports are being defined by stating what directions are to be fixed. This is
done by marking the squares under the Support headline for the current joint.
The square is now marked with a cross and this is marked with an F in the geo-
metry list. A prescribed displacement that doesn’t equal zero is regarded as a lo-
ad, see chapter on Joint displacements, 2.2.2.3. Either are all joints and
members defined before the supports are inserted, or the joint and support are
being defined at the same time. In the first case the current joint must be stated
before the supports can be stated. This is done by clicking on the joint in the nu-
meric menu and then state in what directions the supports are to be fixed. The
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user must press Change to effect the changes. If the supports are being defined
at the same time as the joint the user must press Add instead of Change. The
support conditions of the construction can, just as the geometry for the frame, be
defined graphically, see chapter 2.2.1.2.

The numeric input of springs is basically done the same way as it was for sup-
ports. The only difference is that the spring stiffness (in kN/m) has to be stated.
Springs can be defined in the X-, Y- and Z directions (rotation spring in 
kNm/rad). The support has to be removed before a spring is to replace an al-
ready defined support. The support is basically removed the same way as it was
stated. Spring supports can also be defined graphically, see chapter 2.2.1.3.

All section types defined are shown in the section list.

2.3.2.4   Sections
The members are allocated 
cross sections by choosing 
from available types in the 
section list.

Marking the member and 
then double clicking on the 
required section in the sec-
tion list makes the choice.

By clicking on the Preview 
button an image of the frame, 
with the current member 
marked in blue for a better 

survey, is displayed.
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The section di-
rection is dis-
played in the list 
and for the cur-
rent section in the 
lower left corner. 
All sections are 
being placed in 
the y-y direction, 
i.e. with its stiff 
direction in the 
frame’s plane, as 
default. If the 
user wants to 
change the sec-
tion direction z-z 
can be stated for 
active sections. 

Some sections can be rotated in 180° with the Turn option. By choosing 
Change these sections will change direction in the member list above.

The section list is being filled in with help from the Section database, which is
opened by pressing this button.
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The database 
contains a varie-
ty of standard 
sections of steel- 
and timber profi-
les that are con-
nected to 
different codes. 
Furthermore, 
Non standard 
steel, Nonstan-
dard timber and 
Non standard 
concrete as well 
as Numeric and 
Arbitrary are al-
ways available. 
At the Non stan-
dard options the 
sections are be-

ing defined by stating applicable measures for the current type of section. At the 
Numeric option required geometrical values are being stated without being con-
nected to a particular type of section. At the Arbitrary option, optional sections 
can be defined with a polygon. The input, to the list, of chosen section names is 
being done with the Add button, removed from the list with the Delete button 
and changed with the Change button.

Sections that are to be introduced to Project-chosen sections, which are edited
by the Add, Delete and Change buttons, can be chosen from the section name
list.

The section that is connected to each member is displayed graphically with the
Section image option in the Option menu; see chapter 2.1.1.7.
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2.3.2.5   Material
Materials are defi-
ned by choosing 
from a list of availa-
ble materials that 
are dependent of the 
type of section that 
has been chosen for 
the member. For 
standard sections 
only code materials 
are available. Nu-

meric material is also available for non standard, numeric- and arbitrary sec-
tions.

2.3.2.6   Hinges
Members with hinge connections, 
where the hinges can take forces, in the 
x- and y-direction, but no moments can 
be stated numerically and graphically.

The numeric input is done under the In-
put\Hinge menu; see the dialogue box 
below. The member is allocated hinges 
by first marking the current member li-

ne, marking the current square with a cross, clicking on Change and then OK.

The hinges of the frame can also be defined graphically, see chapter 2.2.1.4.
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2.3.2.7   Member type
Here it is also possible 
to define purlins and 
gerber beams, see 
2.3.1.1.2 and 2.3.1.1.1.
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2.4   Results
The Results option will be lit in the status field when the calculation has been
completed. Then the moment diagram according to the first order theory for lo-
adcase 1 will be shown. When the result window is activated the appearance of
the main menu as well as that of the toolbox will change, see chapter 2.1.3 and
2.2.3.

2.4.1   Diagrams
The Diagrams menu option in the main menu makes it
possible to choose what kind of calculation result should
be shown graphically. The Loadcase, Moments, Shear
forces, Axial forces, Deflections, Member, Increase sca-
le, Reduce scale and Reset scale options are to be found
below Diagrams. Diagrams can be drawn for the whole
structure as well as for particular members.

The user chooses what loadcase is to be displayed and if
the curves are to be drawn superimposed or separately.
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In the above picture, in the program-window’s upper 
right part, there is a Loadcase window where the user 
chooses what loadcase is to be active, see to the left.

One way to show diagrams and tables for a particular 
member is to choose the Member option under Dia-
grams. This option displays the Member choice dialo-
gue box where the user can choose a member.

The moment diagram of the selected member will be 
shown when the option has been made, see below.
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The easiest way to get diagrams for particular
members is to double click on the current
member. If the left mouse-button pressed
down, a cross-air pointer, as well as the cur-
rent value and co-ordinate, will be visible.

The Increase scale and Reduce scale options
in the Diagram menu-option makes it pos-
sible to increase or reduce the scale of the di-
agrams.

Results can also be shown from the toolbar,
which is located at the left side of the win-
dow. A more thorough description of these

tools is to be found in chapter 2.2.3.

2.4.2   Tables
The Tables menu-option in the main menu makes it pos-
sible to have a calculation-result shown numerically in ta-
bular form. The options Joint forces, Joint 
displacements, Support reactions, Spring forces, Max/
Min tables and Equilibrium check are to be found under 
Tables.

Each table can be chosen for the 1st or 2nd 
order theory as well as for each loadcase.

In the joint force table, the forces for eve-
ry joint, i.e. M for moment, S for and 
shear force A for axial force are given.

The table for joint displacements can 
look as below with displacements in mm 
and the torsion fi in radians.
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These are given in the x- and y-direction as well as moments for supported joints
in the table for support reactions.

When having calculated several loadcases at the same time the user can receive
tables with maximum values for moments, shear force, axial forces and stresses
with the Max/Min tables option. When it comes to moment the following table
is shown.

When it comes to stresses the following table is shown.
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In order to check the cal-
culated results, an Equi-
librium check can be 
made for all loadcases. 
An example is shown be-
low.

2.5   Printout
In order to make printouts the user has to choose Printout options under File.
The Printout options menu option displays a dialogue-box with six flaps: Prin-
tout selection, Geometry, Loads, Results/member, Results/joint, Results-
complete frame.
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Printout selection
Here a selective choi-
ce can be done of the 
required printout so 
that the number of pa-
ges can be adapted to 
the user’s wishes.

Under each flap there 
is a Delete all option 
which can be used to 
ensure that possible 
earlier options have 
been removed, and 
that only the options 
stated after having 

pressed on Delete all are those that are to be printed. 

Geometry
Here the user can 
choose the geometry-
input data that is to be 
printed.
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Concrete input
Here the user can 
choose the concrete 
input that is to be prin-
ted.

Loads
Here the user can 
choose the load-input 
data that is to be prin-
ted.
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Results/member
Here the user can 
choose what dia-
grams and tables are 
to be printed for each 
and every member.

Results/joint
Here the user can 
choose the joint-result 
tables that are to be 
printed.
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Results - complete frame
Here the user can 
choose what diagrams 
and tables valid for the 
complete frame are to 
be printed.

Design
Here the user can
choose the result that
are to be printed.

Use File\Print on the menu line when all results that are to be printed have been
chosen.
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2.5.1   Print Manager
The function of the Print Manager is to enable the user to make a personal
template for what the printout is to look like, the size of the pictures etc. or, al-
ternatively choose the standard template that already exists within the program.

Choose Preview or Print from File or press the Printout button in the main
window of the program.

Then choose a printout template from the list. The 
program comes with a printout template called 
Standard printout template. Press the More 
templates… button to edit current printout temp-
late or to create a new printout template.

A list on printout templates that can be used will
now be displayed. By clicking on the Edit button
the chosen template can be changed to the user’s
requirements.

A printout template decides the layout of the prin-
tout, i.e. what font, colour etc. is to be used. In the
example to the left the printout template has been
named Standard printout template.

The printout template consist of the fol-
lowing parts:
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Tables 
A table can have the following appearances:

• Tables with frames
Frames round the table where each table column is separated from nearby ta-
ble column/columns with one or several perpendicular lines.

• Tables without frames
Table divided into columns without separation lines.

• Grey-white layout
Table without frames where every other table-post has been marked with a
soft grey background colour to make it more distinct.

• Personal layout
This function is the same as that for Grey-white layout, but the user can
now choose the background colour himself. A suitable colour can be chosen
from a colour palette by clicking on the … button.

The user can set the appearance of the contents of the table. By clicking on
the Table title button to the right of the text the font of the table title can be
chosen from a font-dialogue box. This is also valid for the column title and
the table-posts.

Note that too big fonts can cause tables or any other objects to fail to fit in
the page. If this should happen the table columns, or the width of the objects,
will automatically be adjusted in breadth without any regards to text editing.

If the object won’t fit the page the Print Manager will try and create a new
page hoping to find more space. This attempt can fail, depending on what
personal adjustments the user has done, and the print manager will then can-
cel the printout generation and show an error message.

Pictures
The user himself can set the size of the pictures by choosing one of the follo-
wing alternatives:
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• 1/1 Page
Choose the 1/1 page option if you want the pictures to be presented in a
whole page size.

• 1/1 Landscape
Choose landscape if you want the pictures to be presented lying in a whole
page size. Depending on earlier printer settings the Print Manager will
switch from landscape for pictures to portrait for tables and other text mate-
rial.

• 1/2 Page
Choose the 1/2 Page option if you want the pictures to be presented in the
size of half a page.

• 1/3 Page
Choose the 1/3 Page option if you want the pictures to be presented in the
size of a third part of a page.

• 1/4 Page
Choose the 1/4 Page option if you wish the pictures to be presented in the
size of a quarter of a page. This option is the most economically when thin-
king of the total number of generated pages. It is also the most preferable op-
tion if the user wants to obtain smaller printouts.

• Picture title
Press the … button to the right of the text if you wish to change the font size
of the picture title.

• Frames round pictures
Mark Frames round pictures with a cross if all picture objects, that are to
be printed, are to have a frame round them.

Other

• Company name
Press the button to the right of the company name text if you wish to choose
an appropriate font.
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• Section title 
Press the button to the right of the section title text in order to change the text
characteristics of the headings.

• Table of contents
A table of contents can be obtained by marking this option. All generated ob-
jects, as well as the number of the page, on which the object has been prin-
ted, can be added to the table of contents.

The user can, just to mention one example, set if he wants to obtain a table of
contents for all printouts that have more than 20 pages. The table of contents
is added at the end of the generated document.
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3   Methods of calculation
This description of the methods of calculation is not meant to show the process
of the program in detail, but serves to give enough information on how the cal-
culation-result has been attained.

3.1   Analysis
Frame Analysis executes the frame calculations with the finite element method
where the displacement method is used to determine displacements and stresses
for the whole structure by using stiffness-relations for the individual members.

The construction is divided into members and joints. The joints are those points
where the members are connected. The joint conception can however be percei-
ved in a more strict mathematical meaning, as a discreet point in the pattern that
describes the structure.

The members of the construction are first being analysed and general relations
between forces and displacements of the joints are being set up, these are the
stiffness relations for the members. The demands of continuity and equilibrium
in the joints can then be formulated with matrix-expressions and the result will
be a connection between joint forces and joint displacements for the whole con-
struction, which is the stiffness-relation of the system. The connection can gene-
rally be written in matrix-form as:

K a = f

Where K is a global stiffness-matrix, a is joint displacements and f contains
the joint forces.

The course of the calculation can be summarised as:

• Define the problem, divide the structure into beam-members and joints and
initiate support as boundary conditions.

• Form member equations, i.e. connections between forces and displacements
for separate members.
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• Assemble; this means that the member equations are being put into the equi-
librium relations for the joints, which results in an equation system for the
whole structure.

• The equation system is being solved with consideration to current boundary
conditions. At this the joint displacements and the reaction forces will be
known. 

• Member equations and the now known displacements determine the member
forces.

Consideration is taken to the alteration in the forces of the members, caused by
deformation of the structure, when using the second order theory.
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